The detailed shapes of equal-loudness-level contours at low frequencies.
High-resolution equal-loudness-level contours (ELCs) were measured over the frequency range 10-250 Hz using 19 normal-hearing subjects. Three levels of the 50-Hz reference sound were used, corresponding to the levels at 50 Hz of the 30-, 50-, and 70-phon standardized ELCs given in ISO-226:2003. The dynamic range of the contours generally decreased with increasing reference level, and the slope was shallow between 10 and 20 Hz, consistent with previous studies. For the lowest level, the ELCs were sometimes but not always smooth and on average followed the standardized 30-phon contour for frequencies above 40 Hz. For the two higher levels, the individual ELCs showed a distinct non-monotonic feature in a "transition region" between about 40 and 100 Hz, where the slope could reach near-zero or even positive values. The pattern of the non-monotonic feature was similar across levels for the subjects for whom it was observed, but the pattern varied across subjects. Below 40 Hz, the slopes of the ELCs increased markedly for all loudness levels, and the levels exceeded those of the standardized ELCs. Systematic deviations from the standardized ELCs were largest for frequencies below 40 Hz for all levels and within the transition region for the two higher levels.